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Theodora Skipitares’ Textual Bodies 
 
There was something that absolutely caught hold of me and I just kept thinking about it 
and thinking about it and eventually it became There’s Blood at the Wedding. Two years 
ago now (that would have been July 2016) was the day that Diamond Reynolds 
livestreamed the death of Philando Castile. I remember feeling that it was a watershed 
moment and that things would never be the same. And in a way, I guess, things are not 
the same. But I thought that, with that sort of shocking documentation, that there would 
be major changes across the country. She live streamed it! There was the live spectacle of 
watching that which was unlike anything we had ever seen before. And her composure, 
her politeness, and her lucidity in the moment… and then the horrific reality of what was 
happening in that [same] moment just continued to stay with me (Skipitares Personal 
Interview 22 June 2018). 
 
Theodora Skipitares, American puppet artist, describes the inspiration for her most recent 
work, There’s Blood at the Wedding. She has been responding theatrically to inhumanity since 
high school when her first impromptu public performances were staged. She has continued for 
the past thirty years to shift people’s consciousness around social justice and other complex 
issues with a body of work characterized by her aesthetic sensitivity, innovative approaches to 
construction and manipulation, and irony. Skipitares could not stop thinking or speaking to 
people about Diamond Reynold’s Facebook Live broadcast of the killing of her boyfriend 
Philando Castile in Falcon Heights, Minnesota by police officer Jeronimo Yanez. So many 
things struck her about it, connecting to concerns she already had about lives ended as a result of 
police violence. In the piece, performed in May of 2018 at La Mama in New York, Castile’s 
story, and others’, intertwines with Federico Garcia Lorca’s Blood Wedding, which Skipitares 
was directing at the New School as this new piece “simmered below the surface” (Skipitares 
Personal Interview 22 June 2018). Weddings and love are at the center of several of the stories, 
linking them to the Lorca play but also underscoring the way death disrupts the lifelines of all 
involved. Skipitares emphasizes this severing of love and of life by visually echoing Lorca’s red 
wool yarn metaphor throughout the piece.  
In There’s Blood at the Wedding, the visage of Kadiatou Diallo, the mother of Amadou, 
floats ethereally above the scene of her son’s killing, subtly animated through projection on 
fabric’s shifting drape, she transcends materially as she delivers lines that transcend thematically: 
“If there is anything worse than taking away a man’s life, it is taking away his story. Now we 
must open up the book” (Skipitares).  
Bodies and stories—what more is there to puppetry, really? But there are myriad ways 
that the presence of a body—freed from an actor’s corporeality—can be summoned by a puppet 
artist to tell a story. Skipitares tells these stories by layering text more than she does through 
action. Real dialogue from primary source material, facts, statements and more, allow the 
audience to understand how events are constructed, recorded, and easily forgotten. Juxtapositions 
with literature and history create echoes of injustices across space and time. Justice as a bodily 
issue is at the center of There’s Blood at the Wedding and those who have been victims of police 
violence join the many other bodies Skipitares has addressed in her work: bodies poisoned by 
polluted water, women’s bodies in reproductive labor, and bodies subjected to eugenics and bad 
medicine. The puppet bodies in her work become vessels of text; they contain it, carry it, and 
deliver it to us, sometimes spoken and sometimes sung. In this article, which comes out of 
several interviews with Skipitares over a few years, I explore the unique ways she asks audiences 
to listen and be present with her subjects while she brings their stories and bodies into the space, 
summoning them through a range of visual approaches.  
In There’s Blood at the Wedding, bodies are at times solidly present and, at other times, 
ethereally evoked, like the mother of Amadou Diallo and the other mothers of the dead. When 
examining Skipitares’ dramaturgical and artistic decisions, one uncovers an intuitive logic with 
regard to materiality and it is through her sophisticated decisions about representation that she 
creates powerful and poetic interdisciplinary explorations. For example, in There’s Blood at the 
Wedding, the allegorical and poetic figures taken from Lorca’s work show up as a variety of 
folkloric puppets of various scales with bodies that exist firmly and even colorfully in space. In 
contrast, none of the deceased, the real victims of real violence in our country and time, have 
such corporeality. Neither Castile, Sandra Bland, or Eric Garner appear as puppets that can be 
animated like actors in a drama because they will not and cannot undergo a transformation 
during the play. They are not locatable as protagonists. Rather, they are lost and remain lost. 
They are pieced together during the performances for us through the use of flattened, frozen, 
iconic images from social media; projections, staged anecdotes and memories; objects that evoke 
their humanness; and bits of story and song. Castile, for example, is fleshed out for us through a 
collection of objects found in his car at the time of his shooting which are taken from a list 
Skipitares found published in a local newspaper after the investigation concluded and Yanez was 
found not guilty. We come to know Castile through his things that all point to another (another 
day, another dinner… work shirt, drawing for the refrigerator, and trip––maybe to the Black 
Hills). Skipitares is making memories for the audience and the sense of absence is palpable.  
People’s stories told in their own words form the basis of her playwriting and the lyrics 
written by Sxip Shirey, the composer and lyricist with whom she has worked with on several 
pieces. There is a faith in letting their actual words not just tell the stories––but also shape the 
work. In fact, she is touched and delighted that Shirey has inserted a personal note in the final 
lyrics he wrote for the song about Castille, singing at one point: “I don’t know why but this is 
when I cried.” She says, “He was completely documenting his composing process” (Skipitares 
Personal Interview 22 June 2018)! 
Many have remarked about the text-driven nature of Skipitares’ work both positively and, 
at times, critically. Skipitares says, “I have received so much criticism about that. There are 
people that say, ‘Don’t use the puppet as a megaphone––as a microphone’” (Skipitares Personal 
Interview 28 February 2016). Rather than submit to rules about puppets, Skipitares has made 
these textual bodies a hallmark of her work in puppetry where “show don’t tell” is a mantra.  
Making this kind of work suits her. Skipitares is a scholar and a primary source treasure-
hunter. For example, she was in residence at the University of Iowa in the 1990s and took 
advantage of their medical library, unearthing material from rare books: 
I always begin with a broad and compelling subject––genetics, American invention, the 
twentieth-century city, women's prisons. The next step for me is library research, 
including special collections and archival material, and conversations with experts in the 
field. Then I go into the studio, where I explore the subject in a more tactile way, building 
puppet figures, objects, and environments (Skipitares Under the Knife 93). 
 
While most of her research is done online now, her process is still similar.  
I often think when I collect material it is like this big container, this big bucket that you 
put information in and often there will be images that go with that, images that I see or 
images that I make, it’s the collection phase” (Skipitares, Personal Interview, June 22, 
2018).  
 
 Skipitares’ work has made a unique contribution to puppetry and, in doing so, has 
changed the genre. Puppeteer and scholar, John Bell, includes Skipitares as one example of a 
new tradition of late twentieth century New York puppeteers who were thrust “de facto, into the 
world of puppet theater” because of their “desires to see their artworks move, speak, and 
transform themselves in performance” (Bell 97-98). In the rich cultural landscape of the 
nineteen-sixties and seventies, this spirit of rule-breaking made it possible for Skipitares to move 
from sculpture into performance art. Even as a performance artist, her work was always very 
heavily driven by elaborate sets, objects, costumes and masks as well as text and projection. 
Eventually, the sets and the objects began to come alive and she transitioned into “puppetry.” 
She is still drawn to the challenges of structures and movement as well as aesthetics, as she looks 
for “containers” for the stories and ideas she has collected.  
In the fall of 2017, Skipitares found the container for There’s Blood at the Wedding. She 
was taking a class with book artist Robbin Silverberg and says “As I was learning about different 
[book] structures, I would choose one of the people’s lives I had researched and I would try to 
tell a story in that form (Skipitares Personal Interview 22 June 2018). One could sense her 
excitement about the challenge of creating enormous “performing books.”  
There were different parts of the stories of each of [the people killed] that compelled me.  
For Philando it was the car itself where the incident happened and the odd space that the 
Facebook video gave you. I was very focused on the car while I was learning how to 
make a tunnel book and I thought that would be a physically interesting way of going into 
the car. The Philando book also had fact cards and a [separate] meander book that opens 
in several ways and had a lot more information (Skipitares Personal Interview 22 June 
2018). 
 
The car is an eloquent example of Skipitares’ sensitive inventiveness. She responds to the 
strange theatrical space of Castile’s car from where Reynolds livestreamed the death, heightened 
by cyberspace’s fish-eye curve. She takes advantage of the way a book can give the space 
architecture that shifts, opens, flattens, and layers information. The puppeteers carefully open the 
enormous car book and they inspect it, revealing the layers––figures and their emotions: 
Diamond despairing, her daughter withdrawing, and finally Castille, dying, each frozen and 
flattened out, like our recall of the event. From the car the puppeteers take the objects from 
Castille’s list of personal effects and begin to suspend them, exposed to scrutiny, from red cords 
like Lorca’s red wool yarn. 
The organized group of mothers of the victims that have taken on activist roles around 
police violence reminded Skipitares of the mothers of the Plaza de Mayo in Argentina as well as 
the mothers in Lorca’s plays. She gives them voice throughout, including a song based on a 
Facebook post made by Castile’s mother after the verdict.  
There was a circle of mothers that met and went to meetings together. They were 
eloquent representatives for their children… The mothers I got to know… they were 
fighters and organized and they knew this struggle would be with them for the rest of 
their lives…. I asked [Sxip Shirey] to write a protest song based on the language of the 
mothers. I collected all the things these mothers had said (two to three pages) and he 
worked off of documentary material (Skipitares Personal Interview 22 June 2018). 
 
Skipitares is a reflective practitioner who struggles to meet all the challenges she lays out 
for herself as a politically engaged and ethically committed artist while creating aesthetically 
beautiful pieces that push and expand the possibilities of contemporary puppetry. 
When I collect all this material and think about how I am going to animate it for a live 
performance, there is a struggle to reach – or a hope to reach – an expression which 
possibly has metaphor and something larger than the literalness of the material and I 
think that is an area where I feel challenged a lot and where I would like to develop more 
and where I sometimes fall short. And that is keeping the documentary material still 
bound in its literal way and yet expand it for some sort of larger resonance (Skipitares 
Personal Interview 22 June 2018).  
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